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The mechanisms underlying host plant symptom development
upon infection by viruses of the genus Nepovirus in the family
Secoviridae, including grapevine fanleaf virus (GFLV), are
poorly understood. In the systemic hostNicotiana benthamiana,
GFLV strain GHu produces characteristic symptoms of
vein clearing in apical leaves, unlike other GFLV strains
such as F13, which cause an asymptomatic infection. In
this study, we expanded on earlier findings and used
reverse genetics to identify residue 802 (lysine, K) of the
GFLV-GHu RNA1-encoded RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
(1EPol) as a modulator of vein-clearing symptom development
in N. benthamiana. Mutations to this site abolished (K to G, A,
or Q) or attenuated (K to N or P) symptom expression. Note-
worthy, residue 802 is necessary but not sufficient for vein
clearing, as GFLV-F13 RNA1 carrying K802 remained asymp-
tomatic in N. benthamiana. No correlation was found between
symptom expression and RNA1 accumulation, as shown by
reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain re-
action. Additionally, the involvement of RNA silencing of vein
clearing was ruled out by virus-induced gene silencing exper-
iments and structure predictions for protein 1EPol suggested
that residue 802 is flanked by strongly predicted stable second-
ary structures, including a conserved motif of unknown function
(805LLKT/AHLK/RT/ALR814). Together, these results reveal the

protein nature of the GFLV-GHu symptom determinant in
N. benthamiana and provide a solid basis for probing and de-
termining the virus-host proteome network for symptoms of
vein clearing.

Grapevine fanleaf virus (GFLV) is one of several viruses
from the genus Nepovirus in the family Secoviridae, which is
responsible for fanleaf degeneration of grapevines. This disease
is one of the most costly viral diseases of grapevine worldwide,
causing massive yield losses due to uneven and poor berry set
and decreased vine productive lifespan (Digiaro et al. 2017;
Schmitt-Keichinger et al. 2017). The symptoms of GFLV in
grapevine include vein yellowing, mosaics, internode shorten-
ing, and the virus’ namesake ‘fanleaf’ symptom characterized
by abnormally open petiolar sinuses and diminished lobing
(Schmitt-Keichinger et al. 2017). The molecular mechanisms
underlying these symptoms remain unknown.
Like all nepoviruses, GFLV has a bipartite positive-sense

RNA genome. Each RNA contains a single open reading frame
that is expressed by monocistronic translation followed by
proteolytic processing by the viral protease 1DPro (Fuchs et al.
2017; Schmitt-Keichinger et al. 2017). RNA1 contains the viral
proteins necessary for genome replication and polyprotein
processing. Therefore, RNA1 is capable of replication in-
dependent of RNA2; however, plant systemic infection can
only occur if both genomic RNAs are present (Viry et al. 1993).
The other proteins of RNA1 include 1A, of unknown function;
1BHel, a putative helicase (HEL); 1CVPg, a genome-linked viral
protein; and 1EPol, a canonical RNA-dependent RNA poly-
merase (RdRp) (Schmitt-Keichinger et al. 2017). The proteins
encoded by RNA2 include 2AHP, a putative homing protein; 2BMP,
a tubule-type movement protein; and 2CCP, the coat protein
that makes up the pseudo T = 3 icosahedron of the GFLV
capsid and is responsible for virus-vector specificity (Schmitt-
Keichinger et al. 2017). To date, no GFLV protein has shown
definitive silencing-suppressor activity, although the coat
protein of tomato ringspot virus (ToRSV), another nepovirus,
was documented as a weak silencing suppressor (Karran and
Sanfaçon 2014).
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How plant viruses produce symptoms in their hosts is a
long-standing question in plant pathology. An early hy-
pothesis was the competitive disease model, which proposed
that plant viruses replicate so prodigiously in their hosts
as to outcompete host components for access to cellular
resources, essentially starving the host at the cellular level
(Culver and Padmanabhan 2007). While some plant viruses
are able to accumulate to remarkably high levels in their hosts,
the fact that the presence and severity of symptoms often
cannot be strictly correlated to virus titer (Duff-Farrier et al.
2015; Fujita et al. 2018; Mansilla et al. 2009; Rodrı́guez-
Cerezo et al. 1991) suggests that the competitive disease
model is not sufficient to explain the mechanism by which
virus infection leads to symptoms.
A more recent and compelling explanation for viral symptom

development in planta is the interaction disease model, which
proposes that alterations of host physiology are the result of
specific interactions between viral and host components
(Culver and Padmanabhan 2007). Indeed, several cases of in-
teractions between viral proteins with specific host components
have been reported in the literature and such interactions have
been conclusively linked to symptom development (Garcı́a and
Pallás 2015).
The identity and function of viral symptom determinants

(also commonly called pathogenicity determinants) are quite
varied and include RdRps (Mansilla et al. 2009; Liu et al.
2017; Padmanabhan et al. 2005; Vigne et al. 2013), movement
proteins (Hasiów-Jaroszewska et al. 2011; Rao and Grantham
1995), helper component-proteases (Shiboleth et al. 2007),
capsid proteins (Hasiów-Jaroszewska et al. 2013; Heaton
et al. 1991; Qiu et al. 2018) and a cysteine-rich protein (Fujita
et al. 2018). In addition to their basic functions, many
viral protein symptom determinants possess RNA silencing
suppression activity (Fujita et al. 2018; Shiboleth et al. 2007).
Some studies have even mapped symptom determinants to
individual amino acids (aa) (Heaton et al. 1991; Kagiwada
et al. 2005; Ozeki et al. 2006), and, in one instance, the
symptom determinant (modulator) and symptom elicitor
are separate viral components (Komatsu et al. 2011).
However, there have also been instances in which symptom
determinants are based on nucleotide (nt) sequences, such
as satellite RNAs (Shimura et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2011),
or noncoding regions of the genome, such as 59 and 39
untranslated regions (Rodrı́guez-Cerezo et al. 1991).
GFLV isolates may be mechanically transmitted from

grapevine tissue to herbaceous plants, including Nicotiana
benthamiana, a model host plant that sustains systemic
virus infection. Most strains of GFLV, including strain
F13, are asymptomatic in N. benthamiana; however, strain
GFLV-GHu elicits distinctive symptoms of vein clearing
on the upper, uninoculated leaves of N. benthamiana (Vigne
et al. 2013). These observations suggested that GFLV-GHu
encodes a strain-specific symptom determinant. A previous
investigation mapped the GHu symptom determinant to
the 408 nt (136 aa) at the 39 end of the coding region
of 1EPol. However, it was not determined if the underlying
mechanism is dependent on the nt or aa sequence (Vigne
et al. 2013). We recently developed a series of binary
plasmids carrying the full-length cDNAs of RNA1
and RNA2 of GFLV strains F13 and GHu for the
rapid generation of mutant GFLV RNA1 constructs (Osterbaan
et al. 2018). We used this system to characterize the nature
of the GFLV-GHu symptom determinant and examine
whether it acts at the nt or aa level. Here, we report
vein clearing symptom development for GFLV-GHu in N.
benthamiana is dependent on the identity of residue 802 of
protein 1EPol.

RESULTS

The symptom determinant lies within the ultimate 162 nt
(54 residues) of the GFLV-GHu 1EPol coding region.
Vigne et al. (2013) had previously narrowed down the

symptom determinant to the 39 ultimate 408 nt (136 aa) of the
GFLV-GHu 1EPol coding region (Fig. 1A). We hypothesized
that the minimal GFLV-GHu symptom determinant is a subset
of these 408 nt [136 aa] and sought to identify the minimal
region of the GFLV-GHu 1EPol coding region responsible for
symptom development by creating series of chimeras swapping
short nt sequences between GFLV strains GHu and F13
to characterize the nature of GFLV-GHu vein clearing
determinant.
Nine GFLV RNA1 chimeric constructs were obtained

and were used with a GFLV-GHu RNA2 construct in Agro-
bacterium tumefaciens–mediated inoculation (agroinoculation)
of N. benthamiana. In replicated experiments of at least five
plants each, three constructs (GHu 2065-2130F13, GHu 2131-
2220F13, and GHu 2221-2310F13) were able to establish systemic
infection in N. benthamiana, as shown by double-antibody
sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (DAS-ELISA),
and produced symptoms of vein clearing typical of wild-type
GHu (Figs. 1C and 2M to O) while six constructs (four F13-
based constructs, plus GHu 2311-2400F13, and GHu 2401-
2472F13) failed to establish systemic infection (Fig. 1C).
Sequencing of the 39 end of the 1EPol coding region of virus
progeny showed that the three systemically infectious con-
structs retained the engineered chimeric regions, with no indels
or substitutions detected within the 39 ultimate 500 nt of the
1EPol coding region. The chimeric regions of the three in-
fectious and symptomatic constructs together span nt 2,065 to
2,310 (aa 689 to 770) of the 1EPol coding region (Fig. 1C).
Since alteration of this region had no effect on the ability
of GFLV-GHu to produce vein clearing in N. benthamiana, we
concluded that it is not directly involved in symptom
development. Since chimeras targeting the remaining
sequence (nts 2,311 to 2,472 [aa 771 to 824]) did not cause
systemic infection in N. benthamiana, we were not able to
determine what role the remaining 162 nt (54 aa) play in vein
clearing.

Unique aa within the 54 ultimate residues of GFLV-GHu
1EPol are not necessary for vein-clearing symptoms.
We hypothesized that the symptom determinant may be a

component unique to the GHu strain because it is the only
GFLV strain known to cause symptoms of vein clearing in
N. benthamiana (E. Vigne and M. Fuchs personal observation).
Therefore, unique GFLV-GHu 1EPol aa were identified within
the ultimate 54 residues following sequence alignments, and
point mutants were created to further pinpoint the symptom
determinant. A search of GenBank as of December 2017 un-
covered a total of 22 GFLV entries containing sequences of
the ultimate 162 nt (54 residues) of 1EPol. By aligning the 22
sequences, 5 aa unique to the GHu strain were identified within
this region, namely, V779, V791, H800, A818, and P822 (Fig. 3A).
In a gain-of-function assay, we made a set of point mutations

targeting residues 779, 791, and 800 for which the GFLV-F13
aa was mutated to the GHu residue using a GFLV-F13 RNA1
in-vitro RNA transcription construct. Following mechanical
inoculation of in-vitro transcripts, each of these mutants was
systemically infectious in the presence of functional GFLV-F13
RNA2, as shown by DAS-ELISA, but was asymptomatic
in N. benthamiana. Sequencing of RNA1 of viral progeny
confirmed retention of the engineered mutations. In a
parallel loss-of-function assay, we made point mutations
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targeting residues 779, 791, 800, 818, and 822 in a GFLV-GHu
RNA1 binary plasmid. We also produced constructs bearing
silent mutations at each of these sites to determine if changes
to symptom expression, if any, were dependent on changes
to the aa or nt sequence. All mutants were used in
A. tumefaciens–mediated inoculation of N. benthamiana in
the presence of GFLV-GHu RNA2. All ten of the constructs

were systemically infectious in N. benthamiana, as shown by
DAS-ELISA, and produced typical GFLV-GHu vein clearing
(Fig. 2R to V). Additionally, simultaneous mutation of H800

and P822 had no effect on symptom development (Fig. 2W
and X). As before, sequencing of viral progeny confirmed
retention of the engineered mutations. These findings
revealed that aa V779, V791, H800

, A818, and P822, which had

Fig. 1. Grapevine fanleaf virus (GFLV) 1EPol chimeras and their behavior in Nicotiana benthamiana following agroinoculation. A, Schematic of GFLV RNA1
cDNAwithin the T-DNA region of pCLEAN-G181, a binary vector. The box at the 39 end of the 1EPol coding region indicates the 408 nucleotide stretch that
was targeted for mutagenesis in the creation of the chimeras and is equivalent to the full-length boxes in the other parts of the figure. B, Both RNA1 of GFLV
strains F13 and GHu are systemically infectious in N. benthamiana via agroinoculation in the presence of GFLV-GHu RNA2, with F13 causing an
asymptomatic infection and GHu causing symptoms of vein clearing on systemically infected leaves. Blue boxes indicate sequences of GFLV-F13 origin; red
boxes represent sequences of GFLV-GHu origin. C, Chimeras in which regions of 66 to 90 nt of the 408-nt symptom determinant region were exchanged
between strains GHu and F13. D, Chimeras in which regions of 11 to 31 nt lying in the 39 ultimate 162 nt of the 1EPol coding region were exchanged between
strains GHu and F13. In B to D, the first column shows the construct name, with the first word designating the strain origin of the RNA1 (F13 or GHu) and the
numbers indicating which stretch of nucleotides of the 1EPol coding region were mutated to the cognate sequence of the other strain, with the subscript
indicating the source of the chimeric region. The second column is a cartoon representation of the chimeric region of the construct. The third column indicates
whether the construct was able to establish systemic infection in N. benthamiana via agroinoculation, as determined by double-antibody sandwich enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay using specific GFLVantibodies. The fourth column indicates if the construct produced typical symptoms of GFLV-GHu vein
clearing.
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been identified as unique to GFLV-GHu within the 54 ultimate
residues of protein 1EPol, are not necessary for symptoms of
vein clearing in N. benthamiana (Supplementary Table S1).

GFLV-GHu symptoms of vein clearing are abolished
by mutation of nt 2,404 to 2,424 (residues 801 to 808)
of the 1EPol coding region.
Given that RNA1 chimeras targeting large regions of the

1EPol protein often did not cause systemic infection (Fig. 1C),
we further investigated the symptom determinant region by
creating chimeras targeting smaller regions. We produced
six such chimeras based on GHu RNA1. In replicated experi-
ments of at least five plants each, three constructs (GHu

2311-2341F13, GHu 2372-2400F13, and GHu 2434-2458F13)
failed to establish systemic infection in N. benthamiana via
agroinoculation, once again highlighting the sensitivity of this
region of 1EPol to modifications that abolish the ability of the
virus to systemically infect plants. Of the three systemically
infectious constructs, one failed to produce typical GHu
symptoms (GHu 2404-2424F13) (Table 1; Fig. 2E). This
was our first incidence of a construct with a GHu RNA1
backbone that was unable to produce vein clearing. To
determine if the cognate chimera could produce symptoms
with a F13 RNA1 background, we produced F13 2404-
2424GHu. Though this construct was systemically infectious,
as shown by DAS-ELISA, it remained asymptomatic in

Fig. 2. Symptoms of vein clearing or absence thereof on Nicotiana benthamiana plants systemically infected with select grapevine fanleaf virus (GFLV) RNA1
constructs and GFLV-GHu RNA2 following agroinoculations. A to J, Asymptomatic chimeric and mutant GFLV RNA1 constructs. K to L, GFLV RNA1
constructs generating weak symptoms. M to AA, Symptomatic chimeric and mutant GFLV RNA1 constructs. BB, Single instance of a symptom of vein
clearing produced by GHu K802E. CC, Wild-type GFLV-GHu. DD, Wild-type GFLV-F13. Apical, systemically infected leaves were photographed 8 to 14
days postinoculation.
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N. benthamiana (Table 1; Fig. 2A). Sequencing of reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) products
showed that RNA1 of virus progeny of systemically infectious
constructs maintained the targeted mutations. This work
revealed that GFLV-GHu vein clearing can be abolished by
mutating nt 2,404 to 2,424 (residues 801 to 808) of the
1EPolcoding region. This region was further dissected
to determine the nature of the vein clearing determinant.

GFLV-GHu vein clearing is dependent on the identity of
residue 802 of the 1EPol protein.
We hypothesized that a single aa within residues 801 to 808

of the 1EPol protein is causing vein clearing in N. benthamiana.
Of these 7 aa, only two are not conserved between GFLV strains
GHu and F13, i.e., K802/G802 and S804/N804 (GHu/F13, re-
spectively). We created single and double residue mutants (as
well as silent mutations) targeting these sites in RNA1 of both
GFLV-GHu and GFLV-F13 (Table 1) and inoculated them to
N. benthamiana via A. tumefaciens in the presence of GFLV-
GHu RNA2. Notably, mutation of GFLV-GHu 1EPol lysine 802
to glycine (construct GHu K802G) abolished symptoms, while
silent mutation at this site (GHuK802K [G2406A]) had no effect
on systemic infection and development of vein clearing (Table 1;
Fig. 2H and Y). Also, mutation of GFLV-GHu 1EPol serine 804 to
asparagine (GHu S804N) as well as silent mutation at this site
(GHu S804S [AGC to TCT]), had no effect on systemic infec-
tion and development of vein clearing (Table 1; Fig. 2AA).

Furthermore, reciprocal mutations to GFLV-F13 RNA1 (F13
G802K, F13 G802G [C2406G], F13 N804S, and F13 N804N
[T2412C]) all produced asymptomatic systemic infections typi-
cal of wild-type GFLV-F13 (Table 1; Fig. 2B and D). Sequencing
of RT-PCR products from RNA1 of virus progeny of single and
dual mutants showed that the targeted mutations were main-
tained. These data confirmed our hypothesis by indicating that
GFLV-GHu vein clearing is dependent on the identity of residue
802 of the 1EPol protein.

The nature of residue 802 of the 1EPol protein of GFLV-
GHu modulates symptom expression in N. benthamiana.
To investigate whether the nature of aa 802 of GFLV-GHu 1EPol

modulates development of vein clearing in N. benthamiana, we
mutated this residue to several other aa covering a range of
chemistries and structures. Mutation of GFLV-GHu 1EPol lysine
802 to alanine (GHu K802A [GCC] and GHu K802A [GCG])
or glutamine (GHu K802Q) abolished symptoms of vein
clearing in N. benthamiana (Table 1; Fig. 2F, G, and J).
Mutation of this residue to glutamic acid, asparagine, or
proline (GHu K802E, N, and P, respectively) produced
symptoms that did not perfectly mimic those of wild-type
GFLV-GHu. Mutant GHu K802E generally produced
asymptomatic infections; however, in one inoculation experi-
ment, one of four plants that became systemically infected,
as shown by DAS-ELISA, displayed distinct symptoms of
vein clearing (Fig. 2BB). Sequencing of the 39 end of the 1EPol

Fig. 3. In silico analyses of the 1EPol C-terminus of grapevine fanleaf virus (GFLV) isolates. A, Alignment of the 1EPol C-terminus amino acid sequence
(residues 771 to 824) of 26 GFLV isolates. Only residues differing from the GHu strain sequence (top line) are shown (a dot indicates a match to the GHu
sequence). Residues unique to GFLV-GHu, identified as of December 2017, are highlighted by a gray arrow and are labeled with the residue number along the
top. Residue 802, which is involved in symptom expression, is outlined in red. A sequence logo running along the bottom of the alignment provides an overview
of the consensus sequence. The open pink box from residues 777 to 800 denotes the region predicted to be ordered by the PONDRVL-XTand IUPred programs
for disorder prediction. The open lilac box from residue 805 to 814 indicates a highly conserved motif. B, PSSpred predictions of secondary structure of the
1EPol C-terminus of GFLV-GHu and -F13. Color code for amino acid chemistry is the same in A and B.C, Predictions of disorder for the C-terminus of 1EPol of
26 GFLV isolates. Output of the PONDRVL-XTalgorithm (top panel) and IUPred short order algorithm (bottom panel) for residues 681 to 824 of protein 1EPol.
In both plots, values >0.5 indicate disordered regions and values <0.5 indicate ordered (structured) regions. The thick black lines in both panels show the
average prediction score across all shown isolates. The open gray box from residue 771 to 824 in both plots corresponds to the residues shown in A and B.
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coding region of the virus progeny confirmed that the K802E
mutation was stably maintained in both the symptomatic plant
and asymptomatic plants. Meanwhile, GHu K802N and GHu
K802P (Fig. 2K to L) produced symptoms of vein clearing that
were less severe than wild-type GHu and faded more rapidly
(within 2 days of symptom development, compared with 5 to
8 days for wild-type GHu). Mutation of this residue to arginine
(R) or tyrosine (Y) as well as deletion of residue S804 rendered
the virus unable to systemically infect N. benthamiana fol-
lowing agroinoculation (Table 1). For all systemically in-
fectious constructs, sequencing of virus progeny confirmed
their fidelity, with no reversions to wild type or other substi-
tutions detected. This work showed the nature of residue 802 of
the 1EPol protein of GFLV-GHu modulates expression of vein
clearing in N. benthamiana.

Residue 802 of the GFLV-GHu protein 1EPol is flanked
by strongly predicted secondary structures.
Due to the difficulties of obtaining functional mutants in the

C-terminal region of the 1EPol protein, we hypothesized that
this region is highly structured, particularly the region flanking
residue 802. While tertiary structure prediction for 1EPol via the
iterative threading assembly refinement algorithm for protein
structure prediction (I-TASSER) (Yang et al. 2015) produces a
model with a good confidence score for the RdRp ‘core’ of this
protein by threading the GFLV sequence onto solved RdRp
structures, prediction of the C-terminus that includes the
symptom determinant has a poor confidence score due to lack
of homology to solved structures (data not shown). This leaves
us with little insight into the actual tertiary structure of this
region. Applying the protein secondary structure prediction

algorithm (PSSpred), part of the I-TASSER suite, to predict the
secondary structure of the C-terminus of protein 1EPol of both
GFLV strains GHu and F13, we showed that residues 807 to
812 of both proteins are predicted to be in a helix with 95%
confidence (Fig. 3B). This putative helix lies within a 10-
residue motif (805LLKT/AHLK/RT/ALR814) of unknown
function that is highly conserved among all GFLV isolates for
which sequence information is available in the National Center
for Biotechnology Information GenBank database (Fig. 3A).
Additionally, the predictor of natural disordered regions
(PONDR) VL-XT (Li et al. 1999) and the IUPred (prediction of
intrinsically unstructured proteins) (Dosztányi et al. 2005) al-
gorithms showed residues 777 to 800 to be ordered in GFLV
strains GHu and F13 as well as in 24 other GFLV isolates, with
high confidence, i.e., very low disorder prediction values. In
contrast, no disordered regions were predicted with confidence
(Fig. 3C). These in silico analyses indicated that residue 802 of
the 1EPol protein is flanked by strongly predicted stable sec-
ondary structures.

Virus titer is not associated
with GFLV-GHu symptomatology in N. benthamiana.
We determined the relative GFLV titer of at least three plants

per mutant by RT-quantitative (q)PCR, targeting GFLV RNA1
using specific primers (Fig. 4; Supplementary Table S2). In
comparing the relative titers of mutants derived from GFLV-
GHu RNA1 to the wild-type strains GHu and F13, we detected
no significant differences between any mutant pairs (one-way
analysis of variance [ANOVA], P = 0.20) or between the wild-
type strain F13 and GHu (unpaired t test, P = 0.36). We also
compared several F13-based mutants to the wild-type strains

Table 1. Grapevine fanleaf virus (GFLV) single and double amino acid mutants targeting the RNA1-encoded 1EPol residues 802 and 804 and their behavior in
Nicotiana benthamiana

1EPol codon
802

1EPol codon
804

Wild-type (WT) virus or construct name RNA1 background NT AA NT AA Systemic infectiona Symptomsb

F13 (WT) F13 GGC G AAT N + _

GHu (WT) GHu AAG K AGC S + +
F13 G802K F13 AAG K AAT N + _

F13 G802G [C2406G] F13 GGG G AAT N + _

F13 G802K+N804S F13 AAG K AGC S + _

F13 G802G+N804N F13 GGT G AAC N + _

F13 N804S F13 GGC G AGT S + _

F13 N804N [T2412C] F13 GGC G AAC N + _

GHu K802G GHu GGC G AGC S + _

GHu K802K [G2406A] GHu AAA K AGC S + +
GHu K802G+S804N GHu GGC G AAC N + _

GHu K802K+S804S GHu AAA K TCT S + +
GHu S804N GHu AAG K AAC N + +
GHu S804S [AGC to TCT] GHu AAG K TCT S + +
GHu K802A [GCC] GHu GCC A AGC S + _

GHu K802A [GCG] GHu GCG A AGC S + _

GHu K802Q GHu CAG Q AGC S + _

GHu K802E GHu GAG E AGC S + Inconsistentc

GHu K802N GHu AAC N AGC S + Weakd

GHu K802P GHu CCG P AGC S + Weakd

GHu K802R GHu CGT R AGC S _ N/A
GHu K802Y GHu TAC Y AGC S _ N/A
GHu DS804 GHu AAG K — _ _ N/A
F13 G802P F13 CCC P AAT N _ N/A

a Systemic infection (+) or lack thereof (_) was determined in apical leaves by double-antibody sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay using GFLV-
specific antibodies 3 weeks after Agrobacterium tumefaciens–mediated inoculation. NT = nucleotides, AA = amino acid.

b Presence of vein clearing characteristic of wild-type GFLV-GHu (+) or lack thereof (_) was assessed 1 to 2 weeks postinoculation. N/A = not applicable.
c This construct generally produced asymptomatic systemic infections. However, in a single mechanical inoculation experiment, one of the four systemically
infected plants produced symptoms of vein clearing. Sequencing confirmed retention of the K802E mutation in both symptomatic and asymptomatic plants.

d These constructs produced weak symptoms of vein clearing that were fainter than those produced by wild-type GHu and faded more quickly (fading within 2
to 3 days of symptom development, compared with 5 to 8 days for wild type).
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and found no significant differences in relative GFLV RNA1
accumulation (one-way ANOVA, P = 0.10). Altogether, RT-
qPCR did not reveal any significant difference in virus titer
across mutants, as measured by RNA1 accumulation.

Virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) is not involved
in GFLV-GHu 1EPol symptom expression.
While our results strongly suggested that the GFLV-GHu

symptom determinant acts on a protein level, the silent muta-
tion of residue 802 (GHu K802K [G2406A]) introduced only a
single base change to the nt sequence of RNA1, a change
possibly insufficient to abolish nt sequence complementarity to
putative target host sequences. So, given mounting evidence
that silencing of host genes via virus-derived small interfering
RNAs plays a pivotal role in plant-virus pathogenesis (Zhang et
al. 2015), we used VIGS to investigate the involvement of RNA
silencing in GFLV-GHu vein clearing in N. benthamiana. We
first introduced the full-length (408 nt) or small fragments
(102 to 312 nt) of the GFLV-GHu 1EPol symptom determinant
region into a VIGS vector based on GFLV-GHu RNA2,
known as pGR (Gottula 2014). The pGR plasmid con-
tains a BsiWI/MluI cloning site between the 2AHP and
2BMP coding regions and a short polypeptide sequence
(TYSSVIPNYSSSFIR/GEVPYVPEDG) immediately down-
stream of the cloning site for recognition by the GFLV 1DPro

protease, allowing any inserted segments to be cleaved from the
mature 2BMP protein and to exist as a C-terminal fusion of the
2AHP protein. Fragments of the GHu 1EPol coding region were
cloned into this site as in-frame, reverse complement, or frame-
shift insertions (Supplementary Fig. S1). Results showed that
none of the chimeric pGR constructs, regardless of their size
and orientation, produced vein-clearing symptoms in
N. benthamianawhen paired with a GFLV-F13 RNA1 construct
in replicated agroinoculation experiments of at least five plants
each, although all of them were systemically infectious in
N. benthamiana, as shown by DAS-ELISA. Sequencing of
RNA2 of progeny viruses showed that all pGR constructs

retained the inserted sequences, with no indels or substitutions.
These findings suggested that the 408-nt symptom determinant
previously identified (Vigne et al. 2013) does not cause vein
clearing when expressed from GFLV-GHu RNA2.
To rule out the possibility that infection with GFLV-F13

RNA1 may somehow suppress or mask symptoms of vein
clearing in N. benthamiana, we coinoculated N. benthamiana
with F13 RNA1 and GHu RNA1 in the presence of GHu
RNA2 via agroinoculation. These plants displayed typical
symptoms of vein clearing on apical leaves. Both GFLV-F13
and GHu RNA1 were detected by RT-PCR with strain-specific
primers in apical leaves followed by sequencing confirmation.
We also tested whether pGR could be suppressive of vein
clearing by agroinoculation of the empty pGR construct with
GFLVGHu RNA1. This combination produced systemic
infections displaying typical GHu vein clearing, indicating
that pGR does not interfere with the development of vein
clearing in N. benthamina. Furthermore, we confirmed that
pGR is capable of inducing RNA silencing by using pGR-Nb-
pds, which contains a 501-nt segment of N. benthamiana phytoene
desaturase (PDS) gene, with GFLV-F13 RNA1 in A. tumefaciens–
mediated inoculations. The resulting systemically infected plants
displayed photobleaching symptoms typical of silencing of PDS,
confirming the pGR-based constructs are competent to induce gene
silencing.
To further rule out the potential role of RNA silencing in

N. benthamiana vein clearing, the GFLV 1EPol symptom
determinant sequence was introduced into a tobacco rattle
virus (TRV) RNA2-based VIGS vector. While the GFLV VIGS
assays utilized the full symptom determinant region, the TRV
experiments focused on nt 2,404 to 2,424 of 1EPol, which are
involved in symptom development. Plants did not show GFLV-
GHu symptoms of vein clearing but typical TRV symptoms
(stunting, mild mottling) and tested positive for TRV by
RT-qPCR following A. tumefaciens–mediated inoculation
in N. benthamiana. TRV:N.b.pds displayed photobleaching
symptoms, as expected. To test whether GFLV-GHu symptoms

Fig. 4. Boxplot of relative titer of grapevine fanleaf virus (GFLV) wild-type (WT) strains F13 and GHu and GFLV 1EPol mutants as determined by reverse
transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction. Each box summarizes at least three biological replicates (plants) systemically infected with the same
GFLV mutant or strain. The lower and upper hinges represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Lower and upper whiskers show the smallest and
largest values, respectively, with outliers (values more than 1.5 times the interquartile range beyond the hinge) shown as dots. The middle bar marks the median.
Circles (s) superimposed on each box denote the mean.
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of vein clearing are dominant and distinguishable from TRV
symptoms, TRV and GFLV-GHu were coinoculated via
A. tumefaciens into N. benthamiana. Plants showed typical GHu
symptoms starting 5 to 6 days postinoculation (dpi), then de-
veloped typical TRV symptoms (mottling and stunting) at 7 to 8
dpi. Plants were confirmed to be systemically coinfected with
GFLV and TRV by DAS-ELISA and RT-qPCR, respectively.
These findings showed that the introduction of the symptom de-
terminant region of interest into a TRV vector did not cause vein
clearing in N. benthamiana (Supplementary Fig. S2).

DISCUSSION

In investigating the nature of a symptom determinant re-
sponsible for vein clearing of GFLV strain GHu in N. ben-
thamiana, we found that symptom development is dependent
on the identity of the aa at position 802 of protein 1EPol.
Symptoms of vein clearing develop when the native lysine (K)
is present at this position (Table 1; Fig. 2M to Yand CC), while
substitution of this residue to glycine (G, the native residue of
GFLV-F13), alanine (A, the native residue of several GFLV
isolates), or glutamine (Q) abolishes vein clearing (Table 1; Fig.
2F to H and J). Glutamic acid (E) in position 802 of protein
1EPol produced inconsistent symptoms (Fig. 2BB; Table 1),
while asparagine (N) and proline (P) produced weak symptoms
(Table 1; Fig. 2K and L). These results, along with several other
lines of evidence, suggest the involvement of a protein
interaction between GFLV-GHu 1EPol and N. benthamiana in
the development of symptoms of vein clearing. Alternatively,
the K residue may be involved in intramolecular interactions
regulating 1EPol structure.
Mutational analysis of the aa at position 802 yielded insights

into the function of the K residue in that position for
GFLV symptom expression. Substitution of proline at posi-
tion 802 produced weak symptoms of vein clearing in
N. benthamiana. However, proline is a nonpolar aa, like alanine
and glycine, and has a unique cyclic structure in which the side
chain forms a ring with the peptide backbone. This drastically
reduces the rotational freedom of the backbone and this
reduction in free entropy means proline is often found at ‘turns’
of a protein (Betts and Russell 2007). That the proline
substitution mutant is able to produce symptoms, though
weakly, favors the hypothesis that modulation of symptom
development by this domain of 1EPol is due to conformational
changes to the 1EPol protein influenced by the residue in this
position rather than direct interaction between this residue and
host plant proteins. This model contrasts with a study on
cucumber green mottle mosaic virus in which single aa muta-
tions to the methyltransferase domain of the viral RdRp pro-
duced symptom attenuation. Protein modeling of the
methyltransferase domain showed the mutated residue to be
surface exposed and aa replacements at this site appeared to
have no effect on domain organization, suggesting the mutated
residue may be modulating protein interactions necessary for
symptom development without changes to the viral protein
structure (Liu et al. 2017).
The seven canonical motifs of plant virus RdRps lie within

the N-terminal 433 residues of protein 1EPol (Ritzenthaler et al.
1991; Vigne et al. 2013), while the C-terminal region of 1EPol

bears no significant sequence homology to known sequences,
apart from the RdRps of other nepoviruses (Vigne et al. 2013;
this study). This illustrates the modular structures and multi-
functionality of viral proteins (Leisner and Schoelz 2018; Valli
et al. 2018). This dearth of homology also explains why tertiary
structure prediction for 1EPol via I-TASSER (Yang et al. 2015)
produces a model with a good confidence score for the RdRp
core of this protein, while structure prediction of the

C-terminus that includes the symptom determinant has a poor
confidence score (data not shown). This leaves us with little
insight into the actual tertiary structure of this region. Nonethe-
less, our study confirms earlier findings (Vigne et al. 2013) on the
multifunctionality of protein 1EPol with an implicated role in
replication and a documented role in symptom development.
While de novo prediction of protein tertiary structure re-

mains difficult, prediction of secondary structure from aa se-
quence alone can be done with a fair amount of accuracy. Thus,
we were able to glean a few insights into the nature of the
structure or structures surrounding residue 802 in GFLV-GHu
1EPol by looking for evidence of stable secondary structures
surrounding this aa. Both the IUPred and PONDR VL-XT al-
gorithms strongly predict a highly ordered region from, ap-
proximately, residue 777 to 800 of 1EPol in the 26 representative
GFLV isolate sequences used for these analyses. Additionally,
the PSSPred algorithm for secondary structure prediction, part of
the I-TASSER suite (Yang et al. 2015), strongly predicts a helical
structure for residues 807 to 812 of protein 1EPol for both GFLV-
F13 and GFLV-GHu (Fig. 3B). This region lies within a 10-residue
motif (805LLKT/AHLK/RT/ALR814) of unknown function that is
highly conserved among GFLV isolates for which sequence
information is available in GenBank (Fig. 3A). The precise
function of either of these predicted structured regions re-
mains unknown. It is unsurprising to find symptom determi-
nants within regions of virus proteins that lack functional
annotation, such as the case of the highly-divergent N-
terminus of carlavirus cysteine-rich proteins (Fujita et al.
2018). The existence of two well-conserved motifs flanking
residue 802 along with the knowledge that genetic manipu-
lation of the C-terminus of GFLV 1EPol often renders the virus
unable to systemically infect N. benthamiana (Vigne et al.
2013; this study) provide further credence to the hypothesis
that the identity of residue 802 determines the stability of a
yet-to-be identified functional domain in the C-terminus of
1EPol.
Our work confirmed that symptoms of vein clearing in

N. benthamiana are not correlated with overall virus titer or
accumulation of 1EPol (Vigne et al. 2013). While we
acknowledge that RNA1 accumulation may be an incomplete
proxy for 1EPol titer, given evidence in ToRSV, another
nepovirus, that host responses to viral infection may repress
translation without reducing RNA titer (Ghoshal and Sanfaçon
2014; Paudel et al. 2018), the earlier findings of Vigne et al.
(2013) appear to hold true for the mutants produced for this
study. There was no consistent pattern between GFLV RNA1
titer and mutant symptomatology (Fig. 4). While great strides
have been recently made to advance our understanding of the
mechanistic underpinnings of GFLV symptom expression in
model host plants by documenting the role of proteins 1EPol

(Vigne et al. 2013; this study) and 2AHP (Martin et al. 2018),
limited information is available on virus-host interactions in
grapevine, the natural host. There have been attempts to cor-
relate GFLV sequences and symptomatology in grapevine
(Elbeaino et al. 2014), but no conclusions could be drawn on a
specific symptom determinant. It is anticipated that reverse
genetics approaches applied to model hosts will target grape-
vine in the future. Indeed, work is underway to transfer some of
the mutants developed in this study to grapevine. It will be
interesting to analyze, in the natural host of GFLV, the phe-
notype of these mutants and of the wild-type strains GHu and
F13, which were originally isolated from diseased grapevines
(Huss et al. 1989; Pinck et al. 1988) on which they cause a mild
mosaic.
Lysine 802 of GFLV-GHu 1EPol is indispensable but not

sufficient for vein clearing in in N. benthamiana. Indeed,
substituting glycine 802 with lysine in protein 1EPol of the
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asymptomatic GFLV strain F13 (F13 G802K) is not sufficient
to produce vein clearing in this strain (Table 1; Fig. 2B). It
appears we do not yet have the full story of the GFLV-GHu
symptom determinant; some component other than 1EPol resi-
due 802 must play a role in symptom development in
N. benthamiana.While VIGS experiments ruled out a potential
role of RNA silencing in GFLV-GHu symptom development, it
is interesting to note that GFLV VIGS constructs bearing
translatable portions of the 1EPol C-terminus, including the
region surrounding residue 802, failed to elicit vein clearing in
N. benthamiana. Thus, it appears that the GFLV-GHu symptom
determinant is dependent on its native RNA1 context for its role
in symptom development. Furthermore, there is precedent for a
viral symptom determinant (modulator) and a viral symptom
elicitor to be separate components. For example, Komatsu et al.
(2011) found that both symptomatic and asymptomatic strains
of plantago asiatica mosaic virus (PlAMV) encode a necrosis-
inducing form of the HEL domain of the RdRp; however,
symptom development by PlAMV in N. benthamiana is de-
pendent on RdRp accumulation, which is controlled by the
POL domain of RdRp. More work is needed to address whether
a similar situation applies to the GFLV-GHu 1EPol protein.
Little is known of the molecular context of 1EPol during

GFLV infection, apart from its association with endoplasmic
reticulum membranes that are the site of nepovirus replication
(Fuchs et al. 2017; Ritzenthaler et al. 2002). Further work, such
as structural determination using nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy or X-ray crystallography and, perhaps, coimmu-
noprecipitation of 1EPol and mass spectroscopy identification
of protein interactors are needed to determine what other viral
or host components are involved in GFLV development of vein
clearing in N. benthamiana.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In silico characterization of GFLV 1EPol.
The nt sequences of GFLV isolates, which included sequence

data for the 39 ultimate 408 nt of the 1EPol coding region, were
retrieved from GenBank, as of December 2017, along with the
predicted translation sequences of 1EPol. Sequences were
manually trimmed to include only the 408 nt and 136 aa of
interest. A recent metagenomic study provided 70 new com-
plete GFLV RNA1 sequences to GenBank (Hily et al. 2018).
We selected four representative sequences from this set for
inclusion in our in silico analyses. The full list and reference
information of GFLV isolates used for in silico analyses is
provided in Supplementary Table S3.
To identify potential disordered regions, the trimmed poly-

protein sequences were run through the PONDR VL-XT (Li
et al. 1999; Romero et al. 2001) and the IUPred (Dosztányi
et al. 2005) algorithms. Since both programs treat termini dif-
ferently than internal sequences, the sequences for all isolates
were extended to include 8 aa upstream of the 136 C-terminal
aa (i.e., predictions were run on residues 681 to 824 rather than
689 to 824) such that residues 689 and beyond were treated as
internal rather than terminal residues. Residues 689 to 824 of
GFLV-GHu 1EPol were used in the Simple Modular Architec-
ture Research Tool to search for putative functional protein
motifs or domains within this region of the 1EPol protein. For
protein modeling, the complete aa sequence of the 1EPol coding
region for GFLV-GHu along with truncated sequences of resi-
dues 1 to 520 and 520 to 824 were run through I-TASSER
(Yang et al. 2015), using the default settings.

Creation of chimeric and mutant GFLV RNA1 constructs.
Each GFLV RNA1 mutant construct used in A. tumefaciens–

mediated inoculation (agroinoculation) assays was generated,

using pCLEAN-GHu-1, pCLEAN-F13-1, or derivatives thereof
(Osterbaan et al. 2018) as templates for site-directed mutagen-
esis, using the Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit (New England
Biolabs) as per manufacturer instructions, with specific back-to-
back primers designed using the NEBaseChanger software (v.
1.2.6). Plasmids pCLEAN-GHu-1 and pCLEAN-F13-1 contain
the full-length cDNA of GFLV-GHu and GFLV-F13 RNA1, re-
spectively. Expression of the GFLV RNA1 cDNAs in pCLEAN
is driven by the cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promoter and
terminator sequences. Chimeric plasmids from single colonies
were screened for proper mutations by Sanger sequencing, with
primers specific to the region of interest, at Cornell University
Biotechnology Resource Center. At least one successfully mu-
tated plasmid clone of each construct was selected for in planta
characterization by agroinoculation. All primers used for con-
struct and viral progeny sequencing confirmation, including
those for TRV and pGR constructs can be found in Supplemen-
tary Table S4.
Constructs used in mechanical inoculation with in-vitro RNA

transcripts were generated by site-directed mutagenesis with
overlap PCR (Hemsley et al. 1989) using pF1S (Vigne et al.
2013) as a template, and mutagenic primers. Plasmid pF1S
contains the full-length cDNA of GFLV-F13 RNA1 slightly
modified by the insertion of a SnaBI site (Vigne et al. 2013).
Expression of the GFLV-F13 RNA1 is driven by the T7 pro-
moter. For each construct, three PCRs were performed with
Phusion high-fidelity DNA polymerase (New England Biol-
abs). In the first PCR, the forward mutagenic primer was paired
with primer EVP1R7854; in the second PCR, the reverse mu-
tagenic primer was paired with primer EV1SGFsn4628; in the
third PCR, the products of the first two reactions were combined
and amplified by the primer pair EV1SFGsn4628/EVP1R7854.
The resulting amplicon was then cloned into the pF1S backbone
by SnaBI/NotI digestion and ligation. Supplementary Table S5
lists all primers used for mutagenesis and cloning, including
those used for cloning into TRV and pGR VIGS constructs.

Creation of TRV and GFLV RNA2 VIGS constructs.
For VIGS experiments, all pGR constructs were generated by

amplification of regions of the GFLV-GHu symptom de-
terminant region from pCLEAN-GHu-1 using specific primers.
The pGR plasmid contains a BsiWI/MluI cloning site between
the 2AHP and 2BMP coding regions and a short peptide se-
quence (TYSSVIPNYSSSFIR/GEVPYVPEDG), immediately
downstream of the cloning site, that is recognized by the GFLV
1DPro protease, allowing any inserted segments to be cleaved
from the mature 2BMP protein and to exist as a C-terminal
fusion of the 2AHP protein (Gottula 2014). For cloning pur-
poses, the symptom determinant region was expanded to in-
clude 24 nt upstream of the 39 ultimate 408 nt of the 1EPol

coding region (thus, fragments were selected from the 39 ulti-
mate 432 nt). Amplicons were digested with one or both BsiWI
and MluI and were ligated into pGR. Plasmids from single
colonies were screened for successful insertion by sequencing
with specific primers flanking the insertion site.
To generate constructs for TRV-based VIGS, primers with

Gateway attB sites were designed to amplify a 191-bp fragment
from the full-length cDNAs of GFLV-F13 and GFLV-GHu
RNA1 clones at nt position 6,951 to 7,141 (specifically, nt
2,329 to 2,475 of the 1EPol coding region plus the first 44 nt
of the 39 untranslated region). The attB2 reverse primer was
used for both the TRV:1EF13 and TRV:1EGHu clones. Frag-
ments were cloned into a Gateway-compatible version of the
pTRV2 expression vector (Liu et al. 2002a and b), using
Gateway cloning technology (Invitrogen). Clones were con-
firmed by sequencing and were mobilized into A. tumefaciens
GV3101. The negative control vector TRV:GFP was generated
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by cloning a green fluorescent protein fragment into the pTRV2
expression vector (Kandoth et al. 2007).

Agrobacterium tumefaciens–mediated inoculation and
characterization of GFLV chimeras and mutants
in N. benthamiana.
GFLV RNA1 chimeras and mutants were paired with a wild-

type GFLV-GHu RNA2 and were used for A. tumefaciens–
mediated inoculation as previously described (Osterbaan et al.
2018). Wild-type GHu RNA1 and F13 RNA1 constructs were
inoculated in parallel with GFLV-GHu RNA2 for each agro-
inoculation experiment.
Chimeras and mutants were considered infectious if the

majority of the plants used in at least two independent
A. tumefaciens–mediated inoculation (agroinoculation) exper-
iments of at least five N. benthamiana plants each became
systemically infected with GFLV by 3 weeks postinoculation,
as determined by DAS-ELISA using specific antibodies (Bio-
reba). In the rare occurrence of less than half of the agro-
inoculated N. benthamiana plants becoming systemically
infected by 3 weeks postinoculation, as shown by DAS-ELISA,
the virus was mechanically passaged from the initially infected
N. benthamiana onto leaves of 4-week-old N. benthamiana
plants lightly dusted with Carborundum by rubbing crude sap
of infected tissue ground 1:5 (wt/vol) in phosphate buffer
(35 mM Na2HPO4, 15 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.0). Chimeras and
mutants were considered unable to systemically infect
N. benthamiana if none of the plants used in at least two in-
dependent agroinoculation experiments of at least five
N. benthamiana plants each became systemically infected with
GFLV by 3 weeks postinoculation, as determined by DAS-
ELISA.
Mutants were considered symptomatic if all infected

N. benthamiana plants displayed symptoms of vein clearing
that were visually indistinguishable from those produced by a
parallel wild-type GFLV-GHu control. Mutants were consid-
ered weakly symptomatic if, in at least two independent in-
oculations (agroinoculation or mechanical inoculation), all
infected N. benthamiana plants displayed less distinct
symptoms of vein clearing that were visually similar to but
faded more quickly than those of a parallel wild-type GHu
control. Mutants were considered inconsistently symptomatic if
there was a mixture of symptomatic and asymptomatic plants
among those plants that became infected.
For VIGS assays, all pGR constructs were paired with wild-

type GFLV-F13 RNA1 for agroinoculation. Control inocula-
tions were the wild-type GFLV-GHu RNA1 paired with the
empty pGR plasmid (positive control for development of vein-
clearing symptoms) and F13 RNA1 paired with pGR-Nb-pds
(positive control for virus-induced gene silencing that produces
photobleaching symptoms due to silencing of N. benthamiana
PDS). N. benthamiana plants were agroinoculated with TRV:
1EF13 or TRV:1EGHu by mixing cultures (optical density at
600 nm = 1.0) of chimeric pTRV2 1:1 with pTRV1 (Liu et al.
2002a).
At least two independent A. tumefaciens–mediated in-

oculation experiments of at least five plants each were con-
ducted for chimeric and mutant GFLV RNA1 constructs in this
study in the presence of GFLV GHu RNA2. Agroinoculated
N. benthamiana were maintained at 25�C in growth chambers
(16-h light cycle) and were monitored for symptom develop-
ment. Plants were photographed (Nikon D40, Nikkor AF-S DX
micro 85-mm lens, growth chamber lighting) once typical
symptoms of vein clearing developed. In the case of asymp-
tomatic constructs, plants were photographed once symp-
toms of vein clearing developed in the wild-type GHu or
photobleaching symptoms developed in pGR-Nb-pds control

treatments. Apical leaves were collected at 3 weeks post-
inoculation and were used to detect systemic GFLV infection
by DAS-ELISA, using specific antibodies (Bioreba). Samples
were recorded as positive if the absorbances values at 405 nm of
duplicate wells were greater than three times the average ab-
sorbance values of the negative control samples (healthy
N. benthamiana tissue of commensurate age). To confirm the
fidelity of the virus progeny, total RNA was extracted from
apical leaves at 4 weeks postinoculation (E.Z.N.A. plant RNA
kit) and was used for RT-PCR (Qiagen OneStep) with specific
primers. DNA products of RT-PCR were sequenced at Cornell
University Biotechnology Resource Center and were matched
to the original constructs using the SeqManPro program of the
DNASTAR/Lasergene (v. 15) molecular biology software
package.

Mechanical inoculation with in-vitro RNA transcripts and
characterization of virus progeny in N. benthamiana.
In-vitro RNA transcripts of pF1S derivatives were prepared,

along with transcripts of GFLV-F13 RNA2, as described in
Vigne et al. (2013), and were used to mechanically inoculate
Chenopodium quinoa plants. Tissue from systemically infected
C. quinoa plants was used as inoculum for mechanical passage
to N. benthamiana. Infection was determined by DAS-ELISA
using specific antibodies (Bioreba) and symptoms of vein
clearing were monitored on infectedN. benthamiana. Fidelity of
progeny viruses was confirmed by sequencing immunocapture-
RT-PCR products of crude extracts of apical leaves, using
primer pairs G9/G10, G11/G12, G13/G14, and G15/16.

Confirmation of TRV infection by RT-qPCR.
Apical tissue of N. benthamiana plants inoculated via

A. tumefaciens was collected 17 dpi, was flash-frozen in liquid
nitrogen, and was stored at _80�C until RNA extraction. RNA
extraction, cDNA synthesis, and primer sets were as previously
described (DeBlasio et al. 2018). qPCR for assessing TRV in-
fection was performed with PowerSYBR green master mix on a
QuantStudio 6 Flex 384-well system. Thermocycling condi-
tions were 95�C for 20 s, 95�C for 1 s, and 60�C for 20 s (40 cycles).

Determination of GFLV titer
by RT-qPCR and statistical analysis.
Four-week-old N. benthamiana plants were mechanically

inoculated with GFLV wild-type and mutant strains. Tissue
from apical leaves was collected 13 dpi for total RNA extrac-
tion (E.Z.N.A. plant RNA kit). This timepoint was chosen to
align with that used by Vigne et al. (2013) for the quantification
of GFLV by semiquantitative DAS-ELISA. Total RNA was
treated with amplification grade DNAse I (Invitrogen) and was
converted to cDNA using Superscript IV VILO MasterMix
(Invitrogen). qPCR was performed with iTaq Universal SYBR
green supermix (Bio-Rad) and primers specific to GFLV RNA1
and three plant reference genes (actin, cyclin-dependent kinase,
and elongation factor 1a) with three technical replicates per
sample per target (Supplementary Table S6) on a Bio-Rad
CFX96 Touch thermocycler. Thermocycling conditions were
95�C for 3 min, 95�C for 10 s, and 60�C for 30 s (40 cycles).
Calibrated normalized relative quantity (CNRQ) of GFLV
RNA1 was calculated in qbase+ (Biogazelle) by comparison of
GFLV DCq (quantification cycle) values normalized against the
three reference genes (Vandesompele et al. 2002) and calibrated
against an interrun calibrator sample, which was included in
every run (Hellemans et al. 2007). The qbase+ program uses the
geNorm algorithm to calculate the stability of the reference
genes (M value). The M values for actin, cyclin-dependent ki-
nase, and elongation factor 1a in this study were 0.69, 0.87,
and 0.69, respectively. CNRQ values were imported into R and
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one-way ANOVA (for comparison of F13-based mutants and
GHu-based mutants to wild-type strains) or t test (comparison
of wild-type strains F13 and GHu) were performed on un-
transformed CNRQ values.
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